Weekend Reading 03/22/2019

Discussion published by Justin Collier on Friday, March 22, 2019

H-Nationalism’s Weekend Reading series highlights recent and thought-provoking reviews, blog posts, brief articles, and op-eds. Have something to say about something you read? Feel free to respond here or contact David Prior (prior@mail.h-net.msu.edu) and Justin Collier (collierjustin@gmail.com) about writing a blogpost. Follow us on Twitter @HNationalism.

Dear All,

The EU Observer has a piece an op-ed on how the trial against Catalan independence leaders in Madrid is dividing Spain. While the English version of El País has an article on the row around the display on Catalan public buildings of signs of solidarity with the politicians on trial.

The BBC has an op-ed on Brexit seen from Scotland.

NPR has a story discussing how faith and civil rights organizations are communicating concerns about white nationalist violence to the government. Daily Beast has an article on the House Judiciary Committee’s plan to hold a hearing to address the rise of white nationalism and hate crime in the US. CNN has an opinion piece on the rise of nationalism and Trump’s response. Madison.com also has a piece on Trump’s response to questions about white nationalism. Real Clear Politics has a story on Rep. Rashida Tlaib’s criticism of Trump’s downplaying of white nationalism. Washington Post has an article about recent comments made by the first Muslim elected to Congress claiming that Trump is sympathetic to white nationalism. Salon has a story on the results of a recent poll showing that a majority of Americans don’t believe that Trump rejects white nationalism. Fact Check.org takes a deep dive looking at the truth and myths of white nationalism. Politifact also has an article fact-checking Trump’s claim about white nationalism. Bloomberg has an op-ed arguing that The U.S. can’t fight against white supremacists with the same tactics that it does against Islamist terrorists. The Philadelphia Inquirer (pay site) has an opinion piece looking at white nationalism as one of the US’ negative exports.

Buzzfeed has a story on what tech companies can do to fight white nationalism online.

France 24 has a story focusing on what the Christchurch attack reveals about white nationalism.

Pacific Standard takes a look at Russia’s attempt to disconnect from the Internet and how that’s related to nationalism.
Regards,

Emmanuel Dalle Mulle and Justin Collier